Alumni in Action

A Message from our Board President

Earlier this month, Sheba Ehteshami 11PH welcomed the Class of 2017 to the RSPH Alumni Association at this year’s commencement ceremony. Read her message, which describes the importance of public health advocates prioritizing community and research in light of recent national events.

Alumni Spotlight: Audrey Flak Pennington, PhD, MPH

In honor of National Asthma and Allergy Awareness Month, Rollins alumna Audrey Flak Pennington 10PH 16G talks to us about her work in asthma and the relationship with air pollution. Read.

Around the World in a Jiffy: Q&A with Rollins students embarking on Global Field Experiences

More than 70 Rollins students are traveling across three continents this summer as part of the Global Experience Program. Read how our students plan to apply the knowledge they’ve learned in the classroom to low-resource or high-disparity communities around the globe.

Recommended Summer Reading

Summer is here! And so is our list of great public health reads to enjoy. We’re recommending four reads that offer inspiration and a fresh perspective, as well as some advice for those who also endure long driving commutes. Get some ideas for your next summer read.
Class Notes

Moved to a new city? Recently married? Published a book or article? Earned an award or promotion? Tell us your news! Then read what your fellow alumni are doing.

Careers & Networking

Career Tip: Emory Connects
This month we’re reviewing Emory Connects, the newest online networking platform and mobile app exclusively for Emory alumni. Read on to learn more about Emory Connects and how it can help you make networking fit your needs.

Upcoming Events
Looking for some fun, social ways to connect with your fellow Rollins alumni? Recently moved to a new city and need to make new friends? Living abroad and can’t make the local events? From lectures and virtual networking to happy hours and webinars, we’ve got a little something for everyone no matter where you live. View events.

Engage & Connect

Nominate an Outstanding Rollins Alum
Who inspires you? Nominate any outstanding RSPH alumnus/a for either of our two annual RSPH Alumni Awards. Learn more.

Become a Mentor
The annual RSPH Mentoring Program provides students and professionals a unique opportunity to develop a one-on-one relationship. Mentor-mentee pairs are carefully selected based on the experience of professionals and the public health aspirations of students. While the program is designed to enhance our students' professional development and increase their knowledge of public health practice, it also provides seasoned professionals with a unique opportunity to make a personal contribution to the professional development of our students and gain management skills. Mentor registration opens in June. Learn more.

Help Rollins Students Get REAL
Need to hire a graduate student for a public health or health-related project? Don't have much in your hiring budget? What if we told you you could hire a competent and eager Rollins student for only $6/hour? That's right! The Rollins Earn And Learn (REAL) Program provides our students the opportunity to apply the skills they have learned in the classroom while also providing health-related organizations with highly qualified and motivated employees. It's a unique offering that sets our school apart from all other schools of public health. Learn more about the program and how you can hire a student.

Opt in to Stay Connected
Remember, we send news and information based on your mailing address, so keeping your contact information current is important! It's easy to do and keeps you connected to those who can help you most in your career. Update now.